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Reviewer's report:

The paper assesses the Critical Success Factors for the successful initiation of Lean in public hospitals in KwaZulu-Natal in SA.

Major correction

The paper of critical indices are there related to preparing for Lean activities implementation or performance evaluation, effectiveness and efficiency? this is very confusing and appear authors understand little on the subject matter on positivist paradigm!

- Important it is not clear how and for what purpose the authors use the positivism paradigm to define and evaluation Critical Success Factors identified in this study? and how the outcome results interpretation substantiate the findings as presented- quite poor and questionable

-The method of questionnaire administration lacks clear precision, open ended or what?? self-administered, structured questionnaire??

- The results section start with Certain variables were eliminated during EFA ..... the criteria of inclusion and influence of the removal is not assessed? or provided in the results and not reported in the discussions on confounders?*

- Authors should provide concise and informative info on value-added work or NON?

- Authors require more intensive and coherent manuscript, the present shape and insights do not provide details and comprehension to lay readers for example the sentences' is vague' Substantial resource constraints in the face of increasing demands on the health care system are cited as important factors which underlay the mismanagement in public sectors such as health [13]. '

- Are these elements critical or necessary orelse'the context, content, application, and outcome of Lean'

- please provide more details in relation to these: Three critical success factors (CSFs) were identified in this study: Strategic leadership and organisational attitude; Integration of Lean elements, tools and techniques; and Basic stability in operational processes
Minor comments

The references should be updated

The Enghigh should be scientifically sound

The tables and figures should be rechecked and labelled appropriately
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